
VH Minutes, 13-September 2022

Whixley Village Hall CIO Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 13 September 2022

at Whixley Village Hall

Minutes

Attendees: M Turner (deputising for Ian McNeill), C Roberts, K Tolan, D Fraser,
V Bedford, S Scales

Apologies: G Lloyd, I McNeill, T Procter

Actioned individuals are shown in bold.

1. Minutes of previous committee meeting

The minutes of the previous meeting in July 2022 were accepted as a true record and IM
was actioned to post them to the website.

2. Matters arising

The Committee expressed a very warm welcome to Sally Scales, who was attending the
meeting as a guest but with potential interest in joining us, subject to having sufficient time.

Alcohol licence: MT expressed grateful thanks to TP for stepping in so quickly to help with
the bar licensing question following last month’s meeting. As a result, an application to
remove the requirement for a named DPS (designated premises supervisor) was made, and
this has already been approved by Harrogate Borough Council. We now only await the
certificate (which will be displayed in the hall or bar area, as required - action MT). This step
essentially places the alcohol licensing responsibilities with the Hall management committee,
rather than one named individual; this not only avoids the need for someone to attend a
training course, but is also much more in alignment with how the bar actually operates in
practice. SS asked how such decisions were recorded and incorporated into our “rules” from
an organisational perspective, and - after a brief recap on the changes to the constitution
necessarily brought about by the new CIO status - it was noted that although there are
various existing documents, we will need to create a range of updated procedures etc. to
record just this sort of thing. (See also Chairman’s Report, below).

Bar shelf: MT reported that the correct gauge wall fixings have now been received, and the
remaining length will be put up this weekend (action MT).

Hall valuation: DF reported that the Chartered Surveyors he has approached have been
unresponsive, and he will chase up again and/or seek alternatives (action DF). A simple
rebuild valuation (which we already have, for insurance purposes, at £480k) is insufficient,
as the transfer of assets to the new CIO requires an asset market valuation, which takes into
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account the detailed circumstances of the Hall’s ownership and all the associated
restrictions.

All other action items from the last minutes were handled as scheduled agenda items.

3. Chairman’s Report

IM has already circulated his report electronically to all members; key points were briefly
reviewed and noted as follows:

Bar licensing - see Matters Arising, above

Food hygiene - no further action is presently required, as we fall within the exemptions for
occasional use. SS suggested this should - along with other procedural matters - be subject
to review from time to time (e.g. annually), in case circumstances change.

CIO application - this has now been approved and our legal entity is now “Whixley Village
Hall CIO”. Sincere thanks to Ian and others for all the effort involved, and especially to Ian
and Keith for picking up so many of the ensuing tasks. Various actions now arise from this:

(i) Changing the bank account (Virgin Money - formerly Yorkshire Bank) to the new
organisation name, Whixley Village Hall CIO. KT has this in hand, and has collected
necessary signatures at the end of the meeting. The account number and sort code remain
unchanged, and the bank will continue to accept cheques made out to “Whixley Village Hall”.

(ii) Land transfer: IM will approach some of the solicitors suggested by CFY (Community
First Yorkshire). It was agreed that IM should also approach Newton’s Solicitors for a quote,
but that we should be mindful of possible conflicts of interest given the Newtons are friends
and Whixley residents. (Good, however, as SS pointed out, to support local businesses
provided that we get the same level of service we’d expect from an outside organisation).

(iii) Email and Website hosting: IM to determine whether (as seems likely) we need to
re-apply to Google for hosting of whixleyvillagehall.org under the new legal entity. IM reports
that he is also considering applying for a free Google Licence for the main whixley.org
domain (not urgent).

(iv) On-line accounting (FreeAgent) and electronic payment services (Zettle, PayPal, Stripe)
will need to be updated with the new legal entity name and charity number - IM will
investigate and action.

(v) Utilities (heating oil, electricity, water) need transferring to the new legal entity - KT has
this in hand

(vi) Rates and alcohol licence - IM will speak to HBC with a view to changing the name from
1st October. The alcohol licence relates to the premises and not the legal entity so this
aspect hopefully straightforward.

(vi) Recorded music (Phonographic Performance Ltd) and Film Club licences will likewise
need to be transferred to the new legal entity - KT to action.
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(vii) Policies and procedures: As noted earlier (in response to Sally Scales’ question) the
new CIO status requires that we create an updated set of operating procedures and rules;
hopefully these can in many cases be based on a combination of templates and our existing
documents. MT noted that although we are a volunteer-run charity, this does not absolve us
from many of the requirements that would formally apply in any workplace (e.g. health and
safety, and, notably, safeguarding - consideration of which was specifically mandated in our
CIO application).

Events - these were mostly discussed later as a specific agenda item. The Bonfire event,
however (and Ian’s comments in relation to it, fully echoed by MT) provoked a lively debate
as to whether we should continue to have a fire as part of the Nov 5th celebrations, or -
mindful of both serious environmental concerns and (this year being especially dry so far, fire
hazard) - we should replace the fire with some alternative attraction(s), admittedly to be
determined. TP’s comments (via email) were duly noted in this context. After considerable
discussion it was agreed that we would provisionally proceed with a Bonfire along the usual
lines - noting its popularity not only within Whixley but also surrounding villages - but that we
will substantially reduce the size of the fire, not only to reduce risk but also its environmental
impact. We will also ensure that no toxic materials are burned (MT noted that MDF and other
composite boards had been present in the past). We will make these points explicitly in our
publicity, so we are seen to have been mindful of these concerns, and also invite feedback
and suggestions for future alternatives to the fire itself. DF to draft some suitable wording for
release by IM in the Newsletter (and for use in other bonfire-related publicity).

Decarbonising - CR reported that the application to join the North Yorkshire project for
“Decarbonising Community Led Buildings in Richmondshire District and Scarborough
Borough” had (with assistance from MT, DF and IM) been completed and submitted; we
should have an initial response by the end of the month. Master copies of the relevant
documents - particularly the application form and related documentation as submitted -
should be saved in a collectively accessible folder under the shared WVH Google drive. CR
to do this.

4. Treasurer’s Report

KT reported that it has unsurprisingly been a quiet summer, with many regular bookings and
activities being temporarily absent over the holiday period. In consequence the financial
position is largely unchanged from previous months. Although one or two regular bookings
have been dropped (e.g. Pilates, on Mondays) the calendar is now picking up again for the
Autumn.

The bank balance as of 13/09/22 was £32,081.98, plus PayPal deposits of £183.32 and
£346.83 in cash; a total of £32,612.13.

August invoices were issued on 31/8/22, and two remain unpaid.

MT noted imminent bar restocking costs - in readiness for forthcoming Autumn events - of
circa £583.88 (Majestic Wines), to be reimbursed. (MT to forward the usual delivery note &
invoice to KT).
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5. Facilities Manager’s Report

DF reported that rubbish bins in the playground had rusted through and needed replacing -
he suggested rationalising these, and in particular removing the dog waste bin near the
playground. There are now two large HBC bins for this purpose, close to both entrances
(one by the Millennium Field gate, the other on the green opposite the Village Hall). This will
save our cleaner (Dave Porritt) the unpleasant task of emptying the playground dog-waste
bin for which we are currently responsible. We agreed that we should give users some
warning of this via a notice in the regular newsletter and Website, and also via a physical
notice on the existing bin warning of its imminent removal (and stating clearly the locations of
the two alternative HBC dog waste bins). DF to prepare a notice and suitable text for
distribution by IM in the newsletter & Web site.

The oil fired central heating boiler is due its annual service in October, and MT has already
contacted Johnsons Heating, seeking to arrange this. MT to chase them for a firm date.

Grass cutting (by existing contractors) should include an autumn cut of the borders, as last
year, for both tidiness and in readiness for the Bonfire event. DF to arrange this.

6. Development of back store - update

CR reported that our application to Awards for All for £10k of funding - to cover or assist with
the initial architects’ and building consultants fees - had not been successful. The funding
body has explained that this is due to the exploratory nature of the project in its present
state; by the very definition of the survey work we’re seeking to fund, we cannot guarantee
to proceed. CR therefore sought the Committee’s approval to proceed nonetheless, calling
up if necessary the circa £3.7k of Commuted Sums to assist with costs. DF pointed out that
the Committee has already approved a budgetary spend of up to £10k to cover the building
consultants’ fees and architects’ costs up to Stage 2, and we unanimously agreed that CF
should proceed as he proposes.

The architects’ fees have already been paid up to and including Stage 2 (a total of about
£2.2k so far); CF explained the next logical step would be to engage the building
consultants, so that any major site-related issues influencing feasibility and/or design are
identified before the architects begin work on detailed drawings. CR agreed he will ask the
building consultants to prioritise the various work elements, where this makes sense, so as
to minimise financial risk; however assuming all tasks are completed (including an asbestos
survey, not yet explicitly quoted) we should expect a further outlay of around £7k.

MT requested that for clarity’s sake, the flow of planned work be in future illustrated for
reporting purposes with a simple flow chart (the existing spreadsheet being harder to follow)
- and that the documents be placed in the relevant folder on the shared Google drive, where
all can see them. Action CR.

CR and DF to work together to finalise the Project Initiation document (PID) and start
planning the requisite next major step of community engagement. DF repeated his request
that we should separate out the back-store project from the main VH Committee meetings,
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i.e. hold separate project-related meetings and hence avoid it dominating the regular
monthly committee meetings. This was agreed sensible - DF and CR to consider and
propose how the project team should best liaise with, and report to, the main committee.

7. Upcoming events

a) Lunch clubs restart in September: MT has spoken with Steve Wright, who reported
a successful start in September with bar sales of around £80.

b) Film Night, 16th September (West Side Story): KT and DF are unavailable, but KT
will leave a cash float in the bar in readiness. MT to run the bar & event.

c) Bella Italia Evening, 17th September: MT reported (via Steve Wright) that ticket
sales have been slow, with only 35 sold to-date. Action ALL to publicise ASAP to
friends, neighbours etc. KT and MT are available to help run the bar. MT noted that
a significant bar re-stock is due from Majestic on Weds 14th September.

d) Harvest Supper:  (Friday 7th October) -  no bar required.

e) Landmark - a play by Nick Darke (15 October) - CANCELLED due to illness in cast

f) 5K/10K run - 23rd October: See https://bookitzone.com/jill_watkins/FpjFFX Jill
Watkins-Wright organises this, but in the past we have helped in various ways,
including roping off the course and setting up the hall. KT to contact JWW and
determine what help may be needed.

g) Bonfire Night, Saturday 5th November: See earlier discussions under Chairman's
Report. MT has contacted Ferrensby Fireworks to confirm our booking and also
make a reservation for next year (Saturday 4th November). Other aspects - notably
publicity and catering - need further discussion and actioning; a significant topic for
next month’s meeting (IM please add to the agenda).

h) Quiz with Gareth Chapman: date to be decided: MT has spoken with Gareth and
(contrary to previous discussions) it wasn’t clear how enthusiastic he is to do another
quiz – perhaps because he is already involved in the imminent Italian event which will
have a significant quiz element? MT to call him & clarify.

i) Collavoce concert - 12th November. CANCELLED

j) New Year’s Eve event (31 December): Being organised by Damian Poole - an initial
meeting was held last week. Provisional plans indicate a ticket price of £20 to include
a band, sparkling wine at midnight and some snacks (similar to the wine event earlier
in the year). MT has agreed to act as “DJ” between band sets, and to set up
audio/video of Big Ben at midnight. Bar volunteers will be required (maybe Tracy
Robinson would be willing to help us again?)
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k) Pantomime - Aladdin (26-28 January, with stage erected on 14th January and
technical set-up/rehearsals from 21st). Rehearsals etc. have begun on Sundays and
the script has been published. Already in the diary.

l) Waiting for Godot (9 March 2023) - details TBC in due course.

m) Whixley Wine Evening (11 March 2023) - again more details in due course.

8.  Any other business
Playground update: VB has met with the designers again - they are ready to proceed as
and when we are ready (no rush however). Survey responses are being reviewed and
summarised - results to be published and shared with the designers (VB), and incorporated
into the grant application.

Enquiry re. playing field: MT has been approached (by neighbour Nick Gibsone) about the
possible use of the football pitch for a regular “walking five-a-side” event, and specifically
whether we would charge them for its use. Noted that we do charge Soccerkidz for the use
of the pitch (though this is an external organisation, presumably charging its attendees?) MT
to speak with Nick Gibsone and request they submit an outline proposal/request for
discussion next month.

Another new enquiry DF reported that an enquiry for a regular slot has been received from
a “Baby Massager” !

“Whixplay” prize-winning artwork: VB suggested we should display the frieze (which won
first prize at the Aldborough & Boroughbridge Show) somewhere in the hall - all agreed, VB
to consider where would work best without causing issues for hall users.

Upstairs office: CR noted this has been empty for some time (since Steve Milton’s
departure) – and requested we add this item to the agenda (IM) for discussion in our next
meeting.

9. Date of next meeting

The meeting closed at 9:30pm.

The next meeting will be on Tuesday 11th October in the Community Lounge at 7:30pm.

MJT  14/9/22
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